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Founded in 1997, the Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development (CEBDS) is a civil 
association that leads business efforts to implement sustainable development in Brazil, having 
effective articulation with governments, companies and civil society.

CEBDS gathers expressive businesses in the country that together represent about 40% of the 
national GDP and are responsible for more than a million direct job postings. It was the first ins-
titution in Brazil to discuss Sustainability from the concept of Triple Bottom Line, which proposes 
that companies’ actions should be based on three pillars: economic, social and environmental. 
CEBDS is the national representative to the network World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development. WBCSD is the most important business entity in the world with about 60 national 
and regional councils in 36 countries and representing 22 industrial sectors, besides 200 multi-
national companies with business in all continents.

An avant-garde institution, CEBDS was responsible for the first Sustainability Report in Brazil in 
1997, and from 2008 helped by FGV (Getúlio Vargas Foundation) and WRI (World Resources Ins-
titute) implemented the main tool to measure greenhouse gases emissions, the GHG Protocol.

The institution has represented its associated companies in all United Nations Climate Change 
and Biological Diversity Conferences since 1998 and 2000, respectively. Moreover, it is part of the 
Commission on Sustainable Development and Agenda 21; the Genetic Heritage Management 
Council; the Brazilian Forum on Climate Change; Rio de Janeiro Climate Change and Sustainable 
Development Forum, World Water Council and the National Plan on Sustainable Consumption 
Management Council.

During Rio+20, CEBDS released Vision Brazil 2050, a prospective document with the purpose 
of presenting a view over sustainable future and the possible ways to get there. This dialogue 
platform with companies and several other sectors of society was built throughout 2011 and 
had more than 400 individual and 60 business collaborators, serving as an inspiration for the 
strategic planning of many Brazilian companies.

What is CEBDS

Sustainable Procurement 
Manual
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In this post Rio + 20 scenario, the private sector has undeniably contributed to the development 
of different sustainable development issues through the commitments they have made, techno-
logies and innovative processes they have adopted. However, there are still great challenges to 
those companies that wish to incorporate Sustainability into their daily processes, for instance, 
practical and tangible applications into their activities and throughout their production line.

In order to reach that goal, a rupture with the traditional business standards is necessary, so 
there can be space for integration and transparency between the stakeholders throughout the 
supply chain. By adding perspectives, we can achieve innovative and more sustainable solutions 
whose added value is then shared by all.

In this sense, CEBDS affiliates understand the importance of developing a Procurement Manual 
that reflects this wish to go beyond the mere process of checking suppliers and allow dynami-
cally application of Sustainable criteria when selecting suppliers. Even though different com-
panies show different levels of maturity regarding the references used in their chains, besides 
specificities to each business sector, there is an overall agreement on the need to define logical 
standards to support selection and relationship steps in their supply chains. The model that was 
collectively built by different participating companies proposes criteria that go beyond commer-
cial analysis, but value suppliers and products based on their Sustainability levels.

Expecting to dramatically increase the incorporation of Sustainability in procurement habits of 
companies with business in Brazil, this manual guides Buyers on the need to have a systemic 
approach and transparent communication not only with internal areas, but also with its suppliers 
and clients. This Manual presents an intended open and customizable logic, so each company 
willing to use it as guidance for its Procurement process can adapt it the best possible way for 
its business.

 Thus, the Sustainable Procurement Manual by CEBDS does not intend to be a final document, 
but an invitation to a new approach to the Procurement process in the private sector. Still, it is 

1. Letter of the 
President
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an excellent opportunity for areas such as Sustainability, supplies/ procurement, environment, 
human resources, among others to get closer and promote a high-level dialogue about the 
process of choosing suppliers.

This manual is also a natural “next step”: after several and excellent publications on the benefits 
of more sustainable Procurement in the public and private sectors, this Manual moves from 
“why” to “how” and was developed by and for the private sector.

Finally, it is of high importance to say that the Sustainable Procurement Manual by CEBDS focu-
ses on the private sector Procurement Process, and does not intent to discuss the specificities of 
the public sector (for instance, Brazilian Law number 8.666/1983). This approach was made ne-
cessary according to the rationale built and presented hereunder, which was based on the pro-
cesses, traits, and logic of the private sector. However, even if we do not address the public sector 
directly, there is no doubt that this Manual can certainly inspire processes in those institutions, 
as a complementation to the existing law. Moreover, it can be a subsidy for (public and private) 
businesses to positively lobby policies and laws that incorporate more and more Sustainability 
into public procurement processes.

Enjoy!

Marina Grossi
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This manual’s purpose is to offer Procurement staff in private companies a practical and com-
plementary tool for decision-making that incorporates Sustainability criteria into the selection 
of suppliers.

Moreover, this tool addresses the needs of different sectors – Procurement, requesting and 
approving areas – in the search for a consensus when selecting suppliers. This decision goes 
beyond commercial evaluation and values parameters/ criteria that reflect supplier’s perfor-
mance in the most relevant sustainability topics for each company, likewise it contributes for the 
management of inherent risks to the value chain in Procurement Categories.

However, regardless of the development promoted by such publication in this debate, the Sustai-
nable Procurement Working Group has observed that even though there has been many develop-
ments on “why” incorporating sustainability concepts into Procurement process, the “how” was left 
barely unexplored. Thus, this manual’s purpose is to offer private sector professionals working with 
Procurement a practical and complementary tool to make decisions that incorporate Sustainability 
criteria when selecting suppliers.

Moreover, this tool addresses needs from different areas involved in the process – Buyer, Re-
questing and Approving areas – to reach a consensus when selecting suppliers. This decision 
goes beyond the commercial evaluation by valuing parameters/ criteria that reflect suppliers’ 
performance regarding the Sustainability criteria the company considers the most relevant, 
as well as contribute to manage risks that are inherent to the value chain of Procurement 
categories.

Some benefits of using this document are presented below:

•  It broadly promotes changes in the business culture of Procurement, through the operationa-
lization and understanding of the Sustainability criteria in Procurement procedures;

• It introduces a practical and objective logic that eases Buyer’s activities and allows better 
communication flow with Sustainability areas when making decisions regarding the selection 
of suppliers. 

•  It presents a collective evolution of supply chains through the standardization of Sustainability 
requirements to suppliers;

• It provides more transparency in the relationship with suppliers and clear requirements.

2. On the Goals 
and expected 
benefits 

Sustainable Procurement 
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As an initiative from CEBDS Procurement Working Group, this Sustainable Procurement Manual 
was created in late of 2013 by representatives who work for companies from several sectors in 
Brazil. These companies take active actions to incorporate Sustainability into their businesses, 
and their Sustainability and Procurement staff has contributed with knowledge and experience 
on more modern practices on the matter, culminating in the achievement of common references 
that can be applied across the board.

EY has collaborated on the approach design, on meetings and manual writing.

The following companies and institutions have taken part in elaborating this manual:

 

• Allianz

• AngloAmerican

• Braskem

• Casa da Moeda do Brasil

• Coca-Cola

• Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralimpic 
Organizing Commitee - Rio2016

• Dow

• Ecofrotas e Ecobenefícios

• Florestas Inteligentes

• Konrad Adenauer Foundation

• Furnas

• GE

• Grupo Abril

• Grupo BB e MAPFRE

• Grupo Boticário

• Itaú Unibanco

• L’Oréal

• Panasonic

• Petrobras

• Renova Energia

• Siemens

In order to prepare the rationale for this Sustainable Procurement Manual, the documents and 
reference materials analyzed and taken into consideration are listed in detail on Annex III.

3. On the Elaboration 
of this Sustainable 
Procurement Manual

Sustainable Procurement 
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4.1 Premises 

The following premises were assumed with the purpose of allowing a logical application of the 
selection process of suppliers, as proposed in this document, and the achievement of expected 
goals. Although not absolutely necessary, these conditions will definitely help in achieving satis-
factory final results when using this Manual.

Top-Down influence:

The senior administration’s engagement when incorporating Sustainability practices directly in-
fluence what guidelines the staff receives and what is expected from them on this matter. Thus, 
when they get involved and guide Sustainability actions and adoption by the Procurement area, 
they offer indispensable support to the development of such practices – as described in the 
rationale section hereunder.

Capacitating Procurement staff:

Some believe that a richer dialogue will be established with Sustainability areas once Procure-
ment agents are duly capacitated on the main Sustainability concepts (materiality, reports, direc-
tives and the company’s Sustainability practices, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, among other social
-environmental concepts related to the business and its supply chain). This has consequences 
when choosing and evaluating selection criteria that are better connected to the business and 
the reality of the market.

Aligning Procurement and Sustainability Areas:

The communication between these areas is essential to guarantee coherence when preparing 
the rationale for supplier selection. The Sustainability area contributes to make the company’s 
material items clear and define the scope of selection criteria.

Broadening the communication channel with suppliers

We suggest that the Procurement Area coordinates the creation of a communication plan for 
suppliers in order to transparently inform them about the evaluation criteria to which they will 
be subjected. Besides promoting transparency and trust between parties, it also give rise to the 
benefits of allowing suppliers to proactively develop its capacities according to the company’s 
needs. The dialogue with suppliers can be done through more than one channel: suppliers’ portal, 
workshops, individual meetings, etc.

4. On the rationale 
in the selection of 
suppliers

Sustainable Procurement 
Manual
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Materiality Matrix

The Materiality Matrix is a compilation of themes the company considers to be priority for 
Sustainability. These priority topics are called material items. They represent the largest – eco-
nomic, environmental, or social –impacts and externalities from the company over society.

Each material item represents certain relevance and meaning, not only for stakeholders but 
also for the company’s individual perspective, which influences each party’s evaluations and 
decisions.

In short, a company need to do the following to create its materiality matrix: 

• Identify its main impacts and externalities

• Identify its main stakeholders

• Approach its main stakeholders and identify together the material items that are priority and 
more relevant

• Internally analyze the most important and critical material items from the company’s strategic 
point of view

• Create the materiality matrix, taking into consideration a relevance axis for the company and 
another for its stakeholders

• Identify in the matrix the items considered to be the most relevant

Below, an example of a matrix. The fact that there is more than one way and format to represent 
the matrix is worth highlighting.

M
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n
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o
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Company

High

High

Relevance

Relevance

Low

Low

Informing the requesting area:

We propose that the Procurement area informs the requesting area about the criteria and 
selection rationale for its request so the requesters can contribute with perspectives over varia-
bles that must influence the evaluation of suppliers, according to the company’s Sustainability 
strategy.

Checking information given by suppliers:

It is common to have questions over the veracity of information suppliers provide to be evalua-
ted pursuant to the selection rationale proposed. The most widespread forms of reducing 
untrue information are: requesting evidence, paying visits to suppliers’ facilities, researching 
on the internet, providing voluntary statements, etc.

Engaging suppliers in the company’s process of Sustainability and Procure-
ment:

One of this Manual’s most considerable pillars is the cultural change in the Procurement pro-
cess of companies. However, this cannot be done unilaterally, but it requires the company’s 
engagement with suppliers, either through their participation as stakeholders when elabo-
rating the Materiality Matrix, or through transparency for eventual changes in Procurement 
processes.

Stakeholders

Stakeholders are parties interested in a given topic/initiative – in this case, stakeholders of a 
company. They both influence and are influenced by the company. Thus, listening to stake-
holders and their opinions is highly important so the company can have complete knowledge 
of the image and impacts it has on them.

Relating to and managing stakeholders allow positive proximity, the mitigation of eventual 
conflicts and the alignment of differences between them and the company.

Understanding the company’s Materiality Matrix (MM):

The company’s materiality matrix is one of the necessary inputs to develop the proposed 
Procurement rationale. Accessibility by the Buyer is essential. If the company does not use 
this tool yet, we suggest the Sustainability area leads the creation process, to be useful to 
this process.
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Once the materiality matrix is defined, the company can focus on the themes/ items considered 
to be the most relevant for the business. Based on the already identified scenario, the company 
can define directives, action plans and policies to develop its material items management to 
improve its Sustainability maturity.

This is a dynamic matrix, which means, it shall be periodically reviewed (the frequency varies 
from company to company) so its material aspects can be rechecked and re-prioritized as the 
company and its current scenario change

Defining minimum Procurement values for this Manual:

Taking into consideration the complexity of the entire Procurement process and the working 
hours to be dedicated so the process described here can be completely successful, we suggest 
the company defines a minimum Procurement value for merchandize and services to undergo 
this methodology. This usually exists in big companies and it aims at simplifying the process of 
acquiring inexpensive amounts if compared to the entire company.

However, this does not mean that in those cases the Sustainability criteria suggested in this 
document should be ignored: on the one hand, the homologation process for suppliers in those 
companies shall remain as strict as always; on the other, the company may adopt a simplified 
version of the rationale represented hereunder for those specific cases. 

Looking at the product life cycle:

This Manual users are encouraged to take a systemic or holistic approach when looking at the 
product life cycle. It means that the item to be purchased and its social-environmental impacts 
should not be considered solely for its manufacturing transformation or for its consumption, but 
from the extraction of raw materials until its final disposal. Which means, analyzing the product 
step-by-step, from its  “cradle” to its “grave”.

This approach gives priority to products whose design reduces environmental impact as a whole, 
while emphasizing the need for a supply chain that moves entirely towards the same goal – so-
mething recurring in this Manual. Thus, it rewards the supplier that is more efficient not only 
in its own process, but who also thinks about and collaborates with better water and resources 
usage – such as energy, waste management and others –, one who has a broad perspective on 
the entire life cycle of the product he produces and sells.
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The social-environmental impact will be bigger or smaller depending on the category’s te-
chnical specification. Thus, we suggest an exercise to define the technical specification that 
takes into consideration the need to reflect and/or incorporate alternative practices and 
materials. That discussion can be held in collaboration with the Sustainability area and based 
on the company’s materiality matrix. 

Impacts and Externalities

They are secondary effects from the business which impact third parties who were not duly 
consulted or who did not take part in the decision process that led to such impact. Thus, exter-
nalities represent the part of business costs that is not incorporated by the organization, but 
which has consequences for society and the environment.

Even though it is understood that it is not possible to assimilate all externalities costs of a 
business, from a business Sustainability point of view, assuming a position that takes into con-
sideration the following items (for example) is advised: being aware of externalities by mapping 
all its operations; putting in practice processes that aim at minimizing and mitigating such im-
pacts; collectively engaging all actors from society in reflecting upon and solving such impacts; 
follow-up the result of mitigation initiatives through management indexes.

3. Procurement Strategy

The understanding of risks and opportunities in each category plus the materiality analysis helps 
aggregate Sustainability content to the decisions made during the “Procurement Strategy” sta-
ge.

During this stage, the Sustainability criteria that will allow the application of the outlined strate-
gy are defined. This analysis may be broadly reflected in the design and arrangement of homolo-
gation criteria for suppliers, as input for the Requests for Information (RFI) and for the technical 
manual of each category. Moreover, the registration of suppliers may be reviewed, taking new 
criteria into consideration.

Thus, the introduction of minimum mandatory criteria for suppliers has homologation purpo-
ses, so they apply technologies, practices and norms required by the hiring company. Howe-
ver, among those who fulfill the minimum required requirements, there are still a number of 
suppliers presenting different levels of Sustainability maturity and commitment. Generally, the 
Buyer ends up choosing its supplier solely based on the price because it does not have access 
to tools or methods that help it internally value and communicate the exceeding added value in 
some suppliers’ proposals.

In order to fix this practice, this document proposes the introduction of a complementary ratio-
nale during the selection of suppliers, one that highlights the best proposals while taking into 
consideration suppliers’ Sustainability maturity.

4.2 Sustainability in the Procurement process

The sustainability reference may be practically applied throughout the entire Procurement 
process (Picture 1).

1. Planning

The “Planning” stage is the best moment to review and include Sustainability practices based on a 
historical analysis of the strategic themes for the company. The development of a dialogue betwe-
en Procurement and Sustainability areas is of high importance to align the course of Sustainability 
initiatives for the following term and how it will be reflected in the Procurement process.

Also during this stage, a budget review for Procurement categories can be done according to how 
critical they are before the company’s material items. In this case, the categories highly related to 
those items can be discussed in an internal Sustainability forum or committee so a consensus is 
reached on the interest / viability of flexing the budget. That flexibility allows acquisitions in those 
categories to reduce impacts on the chains of which they are part.

2. Identification of Needs

Moving to the “Identification of Needs” stage, the analysis of needs can be complemented 
by a survey of the value chain in each category and the identification of its main impacts and 
externalities on social and environmental aspects. Such mapping can explicit the main risks 
and opportunities in each specific chain.

1. Planning 

Process Stages Sustainability in the process

2. Identification 
of Needs

3. Procurement 
Strategy

4. Supplier 
Selection

5. Contract 
Management 

6. Procurement 
Management

P
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• Deciding to review and include sustainable practices

• Reviewing budgets for categories

• Analyzing the value chain for the category

• Identifying the main impacts the chain has on social-
environmental aspects, its risks and opportunities

• Defining sustainability criteria to homologate, register 
and guide suppliers homologação, cadastro e guias aos 
fornecedores

• Social-environmental rationale when selecting suppliers

• Evaluating the sustainability maturity of candidate suppliers

• Monitoring suppliers on sustainability

• Evaluating and making recommendations to the evaluated 
parties

• Defining and following-up performance indexes related to 
social-environmental aspects
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to already existing ones.

4.3 Rationale for supplier selection

The rationale for supplier selection follows a logical and structured order that generates transpa-
rent results over suppliers’ evaluation on Sustainability. It was designed according to the following 
sequence of activities (Picture 2): A) Application of the Materiality Matrix; b) Questionnaire for 
Supplier Selection; c) Comparative Evaluation of Results.

The rational structure can be followed in each Excel table, available at http://cebds.org/publicaco-
es/manual-de-compras-sustentaveis/. 

Rationale for supplier selection

Rationale For Supplier Selection
a) Application of the Materiality Matrix

Item Questão Questão Resposta
Nota 

Resposta Peso
Nota com 

peso

Congestionamento 1 A cia possui iniciativas de programação de logística que evite o tráfego no 
congestionamento? (horário e rotas alternativas)

Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Consumo de 
energia

2 A cia utiliza biodiesel como combustível de sua frota? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Emissões GEE 3 A cia executa algum tipo de compensação de GEE? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso
Gestão de 
resíduos

4
No caso de geração de resíduos na manutenção de sua frota (óleo lubrificante), a cia 

faz a sua destinação corretamente?
Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Responsabilidade 
social

5 A cia adere ao "Programa na mão certa" ou similar? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Segurança 6 Nos últimos 3 anos, a cia reduziu a quantidade de multas de trânsito? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso
Segurança 7 A cia controla remotamente o limite de velocidade do veículo? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Segurança 8 A cia controla remotamente o percurso do veículo (assegurando-se de que ele não 
fuja da rota programada)?

Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Segurança 9 A cia monitora o tempo de vida útil da frota de veículos? Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Saúde
Segurança 10

A cia possui alguma tecnologia de monitoramento de incidência de ocorrências como 
excesso de velocidade e de acionamento do pedal de embreagem, freadas e 

arrancadas bruscas?
Sim/Não 3/0 1 Nota x Peso

Transporte rodoviário de carga
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Empresa

Alto

Alto

Relevância

Relevância

Baixo

Baixo

a) Application of the 
Materiality Matrix

b) Questionnaire for 
Supplier Selection

c) Comparative Evaluation 
of Results

a) Application of the Materiality Matrix

In this stage, the aim is to identify the weight of the hiring company’s main material items to find 

Materiality Matrix: 
Stakeholders’ Grade X 

Company’s grade

Consolidation 
Item’s Final Grade

Calculating item’s weight

4. Supplier Selection

The “Supplier Selection” stage is this Manual’s main focus. At this point, an evaluation logic can 
be introduced for suppliers that have already been homologated. That process calls attention 
not only to commercial aspects but also to suppliers’ active performance on Sustainability, set-
ting some apart from their competitors (value creation): based on the impact on client’s reputa-
tion, the reduction of eventual non-compliance risks, and better operational efficiency. This logic 
is detailed in the next chapter.

Creating value for companies

Once Sustainability is practiced, three main values that protect the company are taken into 
consideration: Reputation, Efficiency, and Operational Risk Management. The more developed 
Sustainability is in a company, more of those values are created/protected.

Reputation is the value created when the stakeholders’ perception of the company’s brand 
and name is improved, allowing awards, access to capital and markets, and other forms of ack-
nowledgement.Efficiency is the value created from the optimization of processes and tools in 
a company, allowing more productivity, increased income and reduced costs. Operational Risk 
Management is the value created from the compliance with inspection rules and regiments, 
mitigating eventual financial, environmental, and social risks. 

5. Contract Management

In the “Contract Management” stage, monitoring of suppliers that fulfill the critical criteria 
from the previous stage is recommended. The questionnaire developed in the previous stage 
serves as a good criteria base to evaluate suppliers’ practices and consequentially identi-
fy improvement opportunities. Thus, this questionnaire may be developed as a checklist for 
evaluation processes and the follow-up of supplier’s performance.

6. Procurement Management 

The selection of social-environmental indexes resulting from analysis in previous stages offers 
more transparency to the Procurement Management and business Sustainability processes. 
With the purpose of increasing the influence from Sustainability issues over the input manage-
ment process, there is the introduction of Sustainability performance indexes, complementary 
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ders’ and the company’s perspectives. If the numbers used when calculating the company’s MM 
are different, an adaptation is recommended.

Relevance

Main material items of the MM* Stakeholders Company 
Final 

Grade
Item’s 

Weight

Water Consumption 3 4 3,5 17%

Energy Consumption 4 3,5 3,8 19%

 GHG Emissions 3 3 3,0 15%

Waste Management 3 4 3,5 17%

Impacts on the surrounding community 3 3 3,0 15%

Promoting the local economy 4 3 3,5 17%

At the end of this stage, it is possible to know how much each material item  represents for the 
company’s Sustainability (Item’s weight field on Table 1).

b) Questionnaire for Supplier Selection

In this stage, the aim is to evaluate the supplier according to its level of Sustainability maturity 
in a questionnaire for supplier selection (according to Flowchart 2).

Rationale For Supplier Selection
b) Questionnaire for Supplier Selection

Preparing category 
questions for each 

material item

Classification of 
questions’ weight

Giving values to each 
question

Questionnaire
Consolidating 

questionnaire answers

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 S

ta
ke

h
o

ld
er

 Company

 High

 High

Relevance

Relevance

Low

Low

In order to achieve such goal, the company needs to identify beforehand the relevance each 
material item in the Materiality Matrix (MM, Picture 3) represents for the main stakeholders (y 
axis) and for the company (x axis).

The MM already takes into consideration two relevance weights for each material item: one from 
the stakeholders’ perspective and another from the company’s. These weights shall be consoli-
dated under a single number, which will be used later in the process.

According to Table 1 below, there is a sample list with the main material items in a company’s 
MM (highlighted on Picture 3). In order to calculate the single weight of each company’s mate-
rial item, the activities below should be followed:

• In the “Stakeholders” and “Company” fields, the relevance given to each material item should 
be listed.

• In the “Final Grade” field, the average of the previous fields is calculated according to the 
following formula:

final grade =
 

(stakeholder + company)

number of axis (2)
 

• In the “Item Weight” field, the weight for each material is calculated in relation to the total final 
grades, according to the following formula:

Item’s weight =
 

Item’s final grade

Sum of all items’ final grade
 

•  For formulas in this stage, the relevance grade will range from one to five for both the stakehol-
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A perspective over the products life cycle is of high importance when putting such questionnaires 
together: a holistic approach with the same goal allows the hiring company to know, control and 
manage better the entire environmental impact the product has caused and will potentially still 
cause, adding value to the product and the relation with suppliers. In Annex I below, some sug-
gestions for generalist and specific questions per sector are presented, which can help building 
the questionnaires.

Example: Take a look at Table 2 below with sample questions for Supplier 1 on the category “wa-
shing bed linen and towels”, related to the material item “Water Consumption”. Table 2 represents 
part of the questionnaire for selection in this category, taking only one material item into consi-
deration.

According to the example given, the Buyer should take the following into consideration in the 
questionnaire for selection:

• Each question relates to a company’s material item (“Question” field)

• Each material item has an associated group of questions (“Material Item” field)

• Each answer gets a grade from 0 to 4. The better the answer, the higher the grade.

• Each question receives a weight, generating a weighted grade (F1, F2, F3… fields), according 
to the following formula:

Weighted grade = Grade (for each answer) X Question’s weight

Answers Grades

# Material Item Question

su
p

p
lier 1

su
p

p
lier 2

su
p

p
lier 3

su
p

p
lier 4

su
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1 Energy Consumption Does the company have goals to reduce energy consumption (for 
each production unit)?

yes no yes 8 0 8

2 Energy Consumption Is there proof about the reduction of energy consumption (for each 
production unit) in the last 2 years?

no yes no 0 4 0

3 Energy Consumption Does the company have any specific program to deal with energy 
issues?

partial partial yes 2 2 4

4 Energy Consumption Does the company publish its history of energy consumption in a 
report (example: GRI)?

yes no no 4 0 0

5 Energy Consumption In the case of fuel usage, does the company have any official 
program to increase the proportion of renewable sources?

yes no yes 4 0 4

There are two questionnaires including Sustainability criteria that can be used for different mo-
ments and filters during the Procurement Process.

The first questionnaire is for homologation, in which fulfilling all requirements is indispensible to 
move on to the next stage of the process (Selection). This questionnaire should be sent to supplier 
for homologation (registration, RFI, etc.) during the “Procurement Strategy” stage.

The second questionnaire is for selection. It is possible to identify each supplier’s Sustainability 
maturity based on the questions. The moment for sending the questionnaire is at the Buyer’s own 
discretion. However, in order to optimize market approaches, the two questionnaires (homolo-
gation and selection) may be sent at once, identifying the items used for selection purposes. Its 
evaluation shall be done later in the process.

The fact that answers may be YES/NO, quantitative (grade, scales, gross or net numbers) or even 
qualitative (descriptions, justification) is important. Regardless of their format, it is relevant to in-
form suppliers about the respective criteria in order to make the process the most transparent 
possible.

Regarding content, we suggest to give priority to questions closely aligned not only to the hiring 
company’s business strategy, but also to potential business risks that have already been identified. 
Using as example the management of water resources, depending on the hiring and hired par-
ties’ peculiarities (such as business sector and location), it may be more interesting to prioritize 
questions regarding reuse, recycling and volume (in areas that suffer from water shortage), waste 
treatment (for highly polluting businesses or those located in low-quality water systems) or even 
another more relevant factor.
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Rationale for supplier selection
c) Comparative Evaluation of Results

Calculating item’s weight

Consolidating questionnaire answers

Calculating suppliers’  maturity for each 
material item

Calculating suppliers’ maturity for value 
to be generated

Moreover, the theme of each question may influence the “Reputation”, “Efficiency” and “Opera-
tion Risk Management” values generated in the company (concepts on page 31).

• When evaluating each question, the buyer shall indicate whether each questions is related to 
each of the three values.

So, this stage result is the compilation of each candidate’s grades for each question of the ma-
terial item, as well as its classification regarding Reputation, Efficiency and Risk Management.

Annex I presents a list of possible questions organized by Procurement category to be applied 
in this stage with the purpose of guiding Buyers on what would be good practice on the topics 
discussed with the market. It is at the company’s, and those involved in the process’ (Procure-
ment area and/or requesting area and/or Sustainability area) own discretion, the definition and 
distribution of (homologation and selection) questions to be used, their weight as well as the 
inclusion or exclusion of those that are not applicable.

c) Comparative Evaluation of Results

In this stage the aim is to identify in a consolidated and comparative way, the candidates’ 
maturity of service on social-environmental aspects, according to the material items and Re-
putation, Efficiency and Risk Management values (as described in Flowchart 3).

Three possible results can be used when evaluating suppliers: c.1) Comparing results for each 
material item; c.2) Comparing results for value to be generated; and c.3) Comparing commer-
cial proposals (according to flowchart 3).

#  Material Item Question
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1 Energy Consumption Does the company have goals to reduce energy consumption (for 
each production unit)?

no yes no yes no yes

2 Energy Consumption Is there proof about the reduction of energy consumption (for each 
production unit) in the last 2 years?

no yes no no yes no

3 Energy Consumption Does the company have any specific program to deal with energy 
issues?

yes no yes partial partial yes

4 Energy Consumption Does the company publish its history of energy consumption in a 
report (example: GRI)?

no yes yes yes no no

5 Energy Consumption In the case of fuel usage, does the company have any official 
program to increase the proportion of renewable sources?

yes yes no yes no yes

6 Energy Consumption  Energi managment is contemplated on SGA certified , ISO 14001? yes yes no no no yes
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Local 
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Energy 
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Biodiversity Biodiversity

Reputation Total
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Safety

Health and 
Safety
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Information 
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Emissions
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c.1) Comparative results by material item:

On Table 4, the result for each supplier’s maturity can be identified (using a traditional compari-
son with 3 final suppliers) according to the values created and protected (“Reputation”, “Efficien-
cy” and “Operation” fields) and the performance of material items (“Items” field).

Item
Item’s 
Weight

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3

Reputation Efficiency Operation Total Reputation Efficiency Operation Total Reputation Efficiency Operation Total

Total Maturity 100% 36% 44% 42% 53% 19% 20% 20% 29% 38% 43% 40% 62%

Biodiversity 13% 100% 100% NA 100% 0% 0% NA 0% 50% 0% NA 50%

Working Conditions 16% NA 50% 0% 50% NA 0% 0% 0% NA 50% 0% 50%

Water Consumption 18% NA 50% 100% 50% NA 50% 0% 50% NA 100% 100% 100%

Energy Consumption 9% 50% 60% 75% 64% 17% 20% 25% 21% 100% 100% 50% 86%

Local development 18% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

GHG Emissions 9% 100% NA 100% 100% 100% NA 100% 100% 100% NA 100% 100%

Health and Safety 4% 0% NA NA 0% 0% NA 0% 0% 100% NA NA 100%

Information Safety 13% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA  NA NA NA NA

Procurement Proposal $ 100.000,00 $ 110.000,00 $ 90.000,00

Check below the formula used to identify the supplier’s maturity for each material item (“Items” 
field) and the results for comparison:

Item Maturity = 
 

Item’s grade

item’s maximum grade (percentage) 
 

The “Total Maturity” field on Table 4 is equivalent to the consolidation of the maturity regarding all 
material items evaluated in the process, having taken each weight into consideration (as calculated 
in stage a).

Items’ Total Maturity: (Biodiversity item’s Maturity X its weight) + (Energy consumption item’s Ma-
turity X its weight) + (Water Consumption item’s Maturity X its weight)…

Once maturity calculations are done, we can graphically visualize it in more than in one form:

• Each supplier individual result (example in Graphic 1), where we can see the variation of ma-
turity between items.

•  Each candidate’s consolidated maturity result for material items (Graphic 2).
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c.3) Comparing procurement proposal values

The new abovementioned evaluation of result can be used together with the traditional com-
mercial evaluation. It is possible to include the amount proposed by each supplier on Table 4, 
so they can be visualized together with other sustainability results that are also shown in the 
graphic:
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Procurement Proposal Values

c.2) Calculation of comparative results by value created:

Calculating each supplier’s consolidated maturity regarding values (Reputation, Efficiency, 
Operation) is also possible.

• Suppliers’ maturity for each value (Reputation, Efficiency, Operation) is calculated according to 
the following formula (results on Table 4):

Maturity of item by value =             Sum of item’s grade (questions answered “yes”)

   It’s maximum possible grade (of yes/no questions)

• The “Total Maturity” field is equivalent to the consolidation of the maturity in all material items 
evaluated for each value, taking each weight into consideration (calculated in stage a):

Maturity for value: (Biodiversity Maturity X its weight) + (Energy consumption Maturity X its weight) + 
(Water Consumption Maturity X its weight)…

 Once those calculations are finished, the results can be graphically and comparatively visualized 
(Graphic 3).

•  Results about suppliers’ maturity regarding Sustainability values

Supplier 1 Supplier 2

Reputation Eficiency Operation Total Maturity

Supplier 3

Material Item - Energy Consumption

50%
64%

100%

74%

22%

45%
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Possible orientation when selecting suppliers

The results from this stage may help making more than one type of analysis to reach a decision 
on suppliers. Among these options are:

• Maintaining selection priority based on commercial proposals. Suppliers’ Sustainability results 
are used only as reference to identify issues to be developed, which will be monitored later.

• Determining a minimum level of maturity to select suppliers, which allows the identification of 
all candidates with maturity above a pre-determined mark in order to select those qualified to 
be commercially selected.

• Going through a strategic evaluation by weighting the most important aspects for the com-
pany (regarding risk minimization, operational efficiency and reputational gains) and then se-
lect suppliers based on this evaluation.

• Converting the scale of Sustainability maturity in a virtual monetary measurable value. In this 
sense, the smaller the candidate’s maturity, more virtual numbers are added to his commercial 
proposal. Thus, all suppliers will have a specific final virtual value that can guide the Buyer’s 
selection of the candidate with the smallest virtual value.

A new look at the final evaluation to select suppliers can be promoted by aggregating Sustaina-
bility results that have been identified and evaluated (c.1 and c.2) and the traditional commercial 
result (c.3).

According to the rationale used to select suppliers, besides the clear perspective over the best 
commercial proposals, the Buyer has now a clear understanding of which supplier’s Sustainable 
maturity regarding the company’s material items and values to be created and/or protected.

Thus, on Picture 4, the Buyer can organize and compare candidates’ profiles:

• The more Sustainability maturity and cheaper proposal, the more attractive the supplier is 
(green area in Picture 4)

• The more expensive proposal and less Sustainability maturity, the less attractive the supplier 

The final choice depends on a strategic decision between Procurement, Approving and Reques-
ting areas. The most important factor is guaranteeing that both evaluations – commercial and 
Sustainability – are taken into consideration during the process.

Procurement Proposal Value
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We want to emphasize that the tool presented here is a first step with the purpose of improving 
Procurement practices – and specially the selection of suppliers – in order to guarantee more 
Sustainability for companies and their value chain. Therefore, in this context, organizing periodi-
cal reviews and validating the rationale presented is fundamental to include the dynamical evo-
lution of Sustainability and Procurement practices in future experiences and sectorial references. 

Aligned with the goal of promoting maturity in general for the market on this matter, we wish 
the results from this work serve as support to business debates and Sustainability initiatives. 
Among them, the reflection upon the necessary resources, initiatives, and investments to make 
business culture incorporate Sustainability into its values and processes. In this sense, we want 
the results to serve as a reference base to capacitate Procurement staff regarding Sustainability.

We believe forums and collaboration networks, such as the one that culminated in this manual, 
are highly important to support more maturity and evolution of the practices described hereun-
der. Moreover, the process described here will certainly encourage greater exchange between 
Sustainability, Procurement and related areas towards the same goal: business Sustainability 
from a point of view that makes sense to the company. The potential gains generated by this 
proximity will go beyond our goals.

Those evolutionary practices resulting from the integration between Procurement activities and 
Sustainability references may promote sustainable sources as the next stage. One in which Pro-
curement items go through a life cycle analysis, so its impacts on the chain can be traced and 
taken into consideration in the homologation process, suppliers selection and even the pricing 
of related products or services.

Finally, a natural step for the evolution of national supply chains towards more sustainable prac-
tices is carrying out an exercise, similar to the one presented here, however focused on Procu-
rement in pubic organizations or governmental bodies. The consequences of such a work may 
also have positive consequences to regulations and devices that allow a broad and transparent 
application of it. 

 

5. Last Remarks
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Annex I 
Illustrative examples of questionnaires for the selection and homologation of suppli-
ers (those questions are already included in the Sustainable Procurement Manual Tool)

# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

1 S Biodiversity Catering Yes/No
Does the company check with fruits and vegetables suppliers whether the soil where 
products were cultivated are not contaminated?

2 S Biodiversity Catering Yes/No
Does the company guarantee the meat used follows the Abras Certification Program for 
Responsible Bovine Production (meat from legal areas only, etc)?

3 H Biodiversity
Facilities - Cleaning and 

Conservation
Yes/No Does the company use organic fertilizer only?

4 H Biodiversity
Facilities - Cleaning and 

Conservation
Yes/No Does the company send organic waste for composting?

5 H Biodiversity
Facilities - Cleaning and 

Conservation
Yes/No Does the company offer biodegradable cleaning products in its portfolio?

6 H/S Biodiversity General Yes/No
If the company has any Permanent Preservation Areas (APP) under operation, is it in 
accordance with the law?

7 H/S Biodiversity General Yes/No
If the company has any area characterized as Legal Reserves, is it in accordance with the 
law?

8 S Biodiversity General Yes/No In the last two years, has the company received any environmental fine?

9 S Biodiversity General Yes/No Does company have an Environmental Policy?

10 H Biodiversity Graphic Services Yes/No
Does the company use paper certified by FSC (Forest Stewardship Council), Brazilian 
Program on Forest Certification (Inmetro/ Cerflor) or similar PEFC Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification?

11 S Biodiversity Graphic Services Yes/No Does the use soy-based paint?

12 S Biodiversity Graphic Services Yes/No Does the company use water-based varnish?

13 S Biodiversity IT - Telecom Yes/No
In the last 3 years, has the percentage of antennas installed in irregular locations been 
reduced?

14 S Biodiversity IT - Telecom Yes/No
Does the company have a structured plan to adequate antennas in irregular areas (i.e: 
APPs and Legal Reserves)?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both
#11: Soy-based paints versus traditional oil-based paints.

#12: Water-based varnishes are an alternative to varnishes with oil-solvents in the graphic industry.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

15 H Biodiversity Packaging Yes/No
In case of paper and wood packaging, is the company certified by FSC (Forest 
Stewardship Council), Brazilian Program on Forest Certification (Inmetro/ Cerflor) or 
similar PEFC Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification?

16 H Energy consumption Catering Yes/No Does equipment, such as freezers, fridges and similar, have Brazilian PROCEL level-A Seal?

17 S Energy consumption Catering Yes/No Does equipment, such as freezers, fridges and similar, have Brazilian PROCEL level-A Seal? 

18 H Energy consumption Energy - Generators Yes/No Does the company produce/rent generators that only use askarel oil?

19 S Energy consumption Energy - Generators Yes/No
Does the company produce generators with proven eco-efficiency technology, consuming 
less energy?

20 S Energy consumption Energy - Generators Yes/No Does the company produce/ rent biodiesel-generators?

21 S Energy consumption Energy - Generators Yes/No
Does the company have any reverse logistic program for post-consumption generators, 
so they are adequately recycled/disposed of?

22 H Energy consumption Events Yes/No
Does the company rent device/equipment PROCEL-certified with the best rating in its 
category?

23 S Energy consumption Events Yes/No Does the company rent biodiesel-generators?

24 H/S Energy consumption General Yes/No Is the energy management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 14001?

25 S Energy consumption General Yes/No Does the company have goals to reduce energy consumption (for each production unit)?

26 S Energy consumption General Yes/No
Is there proof about the reduction of energy consumption (for each production unit) in 
the last 2 years?

27 S Energy consumption General Yes/No Does the company publish its history of energy consumption in a report (example: GRI)?

28 S Energy consumption General Yes/No
In the case of fuel usage, does the company have any official program to increase the 
proportion of renewable sources?

29 S Energy consumption General Yes/Partially/No Does the company have any specific program to deal with energy issues?

30 S Energy consumption
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No Does the company use biodiesel in its vehicles?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#18: Askarel oil is an organic-chlorine compound that has great impact on the environment because it is a 

persistent organic pollutant, which means, it accumulates in the environment and is highly toxic.

# 24: The question about ISO 14001 is related to each material item, in order to influence how it is calculated. 

This question is applicable to companies that have some production engineering operation.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

31 S Energy consumption IT - Hardware e Software Yes/No
Does the product have any proved technology for low energy consumption (eco-
efficiency)?

32 S Gender and Diversity General Qualitative Describe the composition of your company employees by gender.

33 S Gender and Diversity General Qualitative
Describe the composition of high leadership in your company (until two levels below CEO 
or alike).

34 S Gender and Diversity General Qualitative Describe the actions to mitigate/erradicate gender differences on the payroll.

35 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
Does your company monitors the average payroll between men and women by hierarchy 
level?

36 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No Does your company have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity?

37 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on gender diversity? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

38 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on racial diversity? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

39 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on ethnic diversity? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

40 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on religious diversity? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

41 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on sexual orientation? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

42 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, does it adress 
strategies on people with disabilities? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

43 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
Is there a plan/project focusing on the monitoring/retention of post-maternity leave 
women?

44 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
Are there policies and/or procedures to flexibilize work post-maternity leave? (Home 
Office, Day-Off, Flexible hours...)

45 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
In case of charges on any kind of discrimination, does the company have an internal 
process to address the case?

46 S Gender and Diversity General Yes/No
If it does have internal policies to promote inclusion and diversity, is it considered by the 
board in any way? (If it does not have internal policies, answer 'No')

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

47 H GHG emissions Furniture Yes/No
If the furniture is made of wood, is the company certified by FSC (Forest Stewardship 
Council), Brazilian Program on Forest Certification (Inmetro/ Cerflor) or similar PEFC 
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification?

48 H/S GHG emissions General Yes/No Is the emissions management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 14001?

49 S GHG emissions General Yes/No
Does the company make an inventory of greenhouse effect gases and periodically update 
it?

50 S GHG emissions General Yes/No The company carries out inventory of direct GHG emissions and energy?

51 S GHG emissions General Yes/No
Does the company make an inventory of direct GHGs, energy and other indirect 
emissions in the chain?

52 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company publish its emissions inventory on CDP and/or GHG Protocol?

53 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company publish its history and GHG emissions in a report (example: GRI)?

54 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company have goals to reduce emissions (for each production unit)?

55 S GHG emissions General Yes/No In the last 2 years, was reduction of emissions proven (for each production unit)?

56 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company have initiatives to offset emissions?

57 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company have any specific program to deal with emission issues?

58 S GHG emissions General Yes/No Does the company have a Climate Chance Policy?

59 S GHG emissions General Yes/No The company has any kind of GHG compensation?

60 H GHG emissions
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company respect the legal limits for pollutant emissions by vehicles, according 
to CONAMA resolution number 16/1995?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#47: FSC Certification (Forest Stewardship Council) should guarantee that the wood used in a certain product 

comes from an appropriately ecologically managed production process, which is socially just, economically 

viable and in compliance with all applicable laws.The Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 

(PEFC) is a certification with the purpose of guaranteeing to Buyers of wood and paper that such products 

come from sustainable programs of forest management, based on social, environmental and economical 

pillars.

#48: The question about ISO 14001 is related to each material item, in order to influence how it is calculated. 

This question is applicable to companies that have some production engineering operation.

#53: The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is an international nonprofit organization offering the largest and 

most complete global system of environmental disclosure. CDP has the largest business database on climate 

change, water and forests. This information offers insights that allow investors, companies and governments 

to mitigate risks in using energy and natural resources, as well as identifying opportunities for a more 

responsible approach on the environment. The GHG Protocol, created by the World Resources Institute, 

is the most widespread methodology to make inventories for Greenhouse Gases (GHG). Among this tool’s 

characteristics is a structure to account for GHG that is modular and flexible, politically neutral, and based 

on a broad public consultation process.

#55: This question evaluates whether there is good practice and attention to reduced GHG emissions.

#60: CONAMA Resolution number 16/1995 sets maximum limits for pollutant emissions by vehicles engines.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

61 S GHG emissions
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company have any logistic programs to avoid driving on traffic? (alternative 
hours and routes)

62 H Health and Safety Catering Yes/No
Does the company comply with RDC ANVISA Resolution number 216/2004 for Good 
Catering Practices (adequate and safe handling, cooking, storage, transport and 
exposition of food)?

63 H Health and Safety Catering Yes/No
Does the company use natural greens, according to ANVISA Normative Instruction 
number 9/2002 regarding the handling of such products?

64 H Health and Safety Catering Yes/No Does the company use glass-packaging in compliance with ABNT NBR Norm 14910?

65 H Health and Safety Catering Yes/No
In case of food packaging, does the company comply with Law number 9.832/1999, which 
prohibits the industrial use of metallic led and tin wielded packaging (except for dry or 
dehydrated food)?

66 H Health and Safety Chemicals Yes/No
Does the chemical the company produces have the Safety Data Sheet For Chemicals 
(FISPQ in Portuguese)?

67 H Health and Safety Chemicals Yes/No
Does the company comply with the Stockholm Convention for the use of chemicals 
classified as Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)?

68 H Health and Safety Chemicals Yes/No
Does the company comply with the Stockholm Convention for the use of chemicals 
classified as Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)?

69 H Health and Safety Chemicals Yes/No
Does the company control the import of chemicals according to the Rotterdam 
Convention regarding Prior Informed Consent Procedure (PIC)?

70 H Health and Safety Events Yes/No
Does the company comply (or requires its subcontractors to comply) with RDC ANVISA 
Resolution number 216/2004 for Good Catering Practices?  

71 H Health and Safety Events Yes/No Does the company insure the event?

72 H Health and Safety Events Yes/No Do the company’s event locations have License of Operation?

73 H Health and Safety Events Yes/No Do the company’s event locations have Fire Brigade Permit?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#67: The Globally Harmonizes System of Classification and Labelling (GHS) is a system that aims at preserveing 

human health during its handling, transportation and use by guaranteeing that the information on chemi-

cals physical dangers and toxicity is accessible.

#68: The Stockholm Convention is an international treaty establishing that chemicals classified as Persistent 

Organic Pollutants (POP) are kept under control measures during production, import and disposal stages. 

POPs are chemicals that persist in the environment through bioaccumulation in the food chain, putting the 

environment and human health at risk.

#69: The Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals 

and Pesticides in International Trade is an international treaty determining import control over chemicals, 

and a document by the importing country declaring its prior informed consent over shared commitment on 

international chemicals commerce.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

74 S Health and Safety Events Yes/No Does the company monitor the event noise level so it is within the limits?

75 S Health and Safety Events Yes/No
Does the event organization guarantee good traffic flow in the surroundings (avoiding 
traffic jams in that area)?

76 H Health and Safety Facilities - Construction Yes/No The company has some initiative to reduce the noise of construction?

77 H Health and Safety Facilities - Construction Yes/No
The company uses some measure to control dust generated in the work and that impact 
your surroundings?

78 H Health and Safety Facilities - Construction Yes/No
Over the past three years, is there a reduction of the average number of work accidents 
with deaths per project?

79 H Health and Safety Facilities - Security Yes/No
Does the private security company have the Certificate of Security Regularity (CRS in 
Portuguese)?

80 H Health and Safety Facilities - Security Yes/No
According to Federal Police Department decision number 3.233/2012, about norms for 
private security, does the company offer provide employees with life insurance?

81 H Health and Safety Facilities - Security Yes/No
According to Federal Police Department decision number 3.233/2012, does the company 
comply with the 200 mandatory hours of training for Security Guards?

82 H Health and Safety Facilities - Security Yes/No Does the company provide adequate protection equipment for security guards?

83 H Health and Safety Furniture Yes/No
Are office divisions made according to ABNT NBR 13964 norm (office furniture – panel 
office divisions – classification, physical and dimensional characteristic?)

84 H Health and Safety Furniture Yes/No
Is computer furniture made according to ABNT NBR 13964 norm (office furniture – panel 
office divisions – classification, physical and dimensional characteristic?)

85 H Health and Safety Furniture Yes/No
Are the cabinets made according to ABNT NBR 13964 norm (office furniture – panel office 
divisions – classification, physical and dimensional characteristic?)

86 H Health and Safety Furniture Yes/No
Is school furniture made according to ABNT NBR 14006 norm (school furniture – seats 
and tables for educational institutions)?

87 H Health and Safety Furniture Yes/No Is kitchen furniture made according to ABNT NBR 14033 norm?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#83: The Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) is a certification with the purpose of 

guaranteeing to Buyers of wood and paper that such products come from sustainable programs of forest 

management, based on social, environmental and economical pillars.

#84: This rule specifies physical, dimensional and ergonomic characteristics for telemarketing furniture, and 

establishes methods to determine stability, resistance and durability.

#85: This rule specifies physical and dimensional characteristics for office cabinets, and establishes methods 

to determine stability, resistance and durability.

#86: This rule establishes minimum requirements solely for individual desks composed of table and chair, for 

education institutions of all grades, regarding ergonomics, finishing, identification, stability and resistance.

#87: This rule standardizes dimensions for kitchen furniture and establishes safety requirements and test 

procedures to determine stability, resistance and durability.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

88 H Health and Safety General Yes/No
Do employees use Personal protective equipment (PPE) according to Brazilian Ministry of 
Labor’s Regulating Norm #6?

89 H Health and Safety General Yes/No
Does the company guarantee health and safety conditions to its employees according to 
the law?

90 H Health and Safety General Yes/No Does the company comply with legislation regarding outsourcing?

91 H/S Health and Safety General Yes/No Is the company certified in Occupational Health and Safety Management OHSAS18001?

92 H Health and Safety Graphic Services Yes/No Does the paint used have the Safety Data Sheet For Chemicals (FISPQ in Portuguese)?

93 H Health and Safety Graphic Services Yes/No
Is the Security Management System for graphic technology in accordance with ABNT NBR 
Norms 15540 (security system analysis – requisites) and ABNT NBR 15539 (identification 
methods and security elements)?

94 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company respect the honk Sound Pressure Level or similar according to 
CONTRAN Resolution number 35/1998?

95 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company respect the sound limit for vehicles, according to CONAMA resolution 
number 272/2000?

96 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the follow criteria set up at the Vehicle Pollution Control Plan according to 
CONAMA resolution number 451/2012?

97 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No Does the company monitor drivers’ working hours according to Law number 12.618/12?

98 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company have a blocking and tracking system according to CONTRAN 
deliberation number 128/2012

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#91: This question is applicable to companies that have some production engineering operation.

#92: Safety data sheet for chemicals (FISPQ in Portuguese) contains data on the properties of a certain che-

mical. The data sheet brings safety, health and environmental aspects regarding transportation, handling, 

storage and disposal on chemicals. FISPQ is in compliance with Brazilian Standard 14.725 from ABNT.

#93: ABNT NBR 15540 Standard specifies requirements for a safety management system for graphics techno-

logy, so a company can be certified as participant in the supply chain of safety printed materials. ABNT NBR 

15539 standard presents identification methods for elements used in safety printed materials.

#94: CONAMA Resolution number 35/1998 sets maximum limits for sound pressure on honks or similar in 

vehicles.

#95: CONAMA Resolution number 272/2000 sets maximum limits for noise produced by vehicles

#96: CONAMA Resolution number 451/2012 sets maximum limits for the emissions of pollutant gases by 

vehicles.

#97: Law number 12619/12 regulates the activities of truck drivers, imposing limits to working hours, payment 

of overtime, late-night hours and waiting time, among others duties and rights.

#98: CONTRAN decision number 128/2008 deliberates about the operation of the Integrated System for Au-

tomatic Monitoring and Registration of Vehicles (SIMRAV)
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

99 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
In case of transportation of chemicals, does the company have SASSMAQ Certification 
(System for safety, health, environment and quality evaluation) from ABIQUIM?

100 H Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
In case of highway transportation of dangerous products, does the company comply with 
Decree number 96.044/1988?

101 S Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No In the last 3 years, has the company reduced the number of traffic tickets?

102 S Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No Does the company remotely controls vehicles’ speed limit?

103 S Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company remotely controls vehicles’ route (making sure they do not go off the 
programmed route)?

104 S Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No Does the company monitor the fleet’s useful life?

105 S Health and Safety
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company have any technology to monitor incidents such as surpassing the 
speed limit and the abrupt use of clutch, break and acceleration pedals?

106 S Health and Safety Waste disposal Yes/No Does the company have specific staff training on waste management?

107 H Labor conditions Facilities - Construction Yes/No
Does the company use the correct equipment for occupational safety, according to 
Regulatory Norm #18 (Working Conditions and Environment for the Construction 
Industry)?

108 S Labor conditions Facilities - Security Yes/No
In the last 3 years, were all judicial lawsuits related to the violation of third party’s physical 
integrity ruled in favor of the company? (If there were no lawsuits, answer “Yes”)

109 H/S Labor conditions General Yes/No Does the company offer health insurance to its employees?

110 H/S Labor conditions General Yes/No Does the company offer life insurance to its employees?

111 S Labor conditions General Yes/No Does the company offer educational programs and training to its employees?

112 S Labor conditions General Yes/No
Does have any formal policy regarding free association to unions and the right to 
collective negotiation?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#99: SASSMAQ Program was developed by Abiquim – Brazilian Association of Chemical Industries – applies 

to the logistic services for chemicals and aims at improving the evaluation process for those companies so 

they answer to the technical standards desired by the chemical industry, in order to reduce the most risks 

arising from transportation and distribution operations.

#100: Decree number 96.044/1988 sets limits to highway transportation of dangerous cargoes.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

113 S Labor conditions General Yes/No
In the last 3 years, were all administrative lawsuits related to Human Rights and Labor Law 
ruled in favor of the company? (If there were no lawsuits, answer “Yes”)

114 S Labor conditions General Yes/No
In the last 3 years, were all judicial lawsuits related to Human Rights and Labor Law ruled 
in favor of the company? (If there were no lawsuits, answer “Yes”)

115 S Labor conditions General Yes/No
Does the company comply with the accessibility norm (local infrastructure) ABNT 
NBR9050?

116 H Labor conditions
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
Does the company have any specific training program for drivers about traffic safety and 
better practices?

117 S Local development General Yes/No Does the company support public policies?

118 S Local development General Yes/No Does the company  have any formal policy for hiring locals?

119 S Local development General Yes/No Does the company have any development program for the local society?

120 S Local development General Yes/No Does the company have any development program for local suppliers?

121 S Local development General Yes/No Does the company have any program to make use of it local supplier?

122 S Materials General Yes/No
Does the company have any policy to prioritize the use of renewable materials, when 
applicable?

123 S Social responsibility Furniture Yes/No
In case of wood furniture, does the company use recycle wood (Reclaimed lumber) in the 
manufacturing?

124 H Social responsibility General Yes/No
Does the company have a formal policy that contemplates: Eradicating of child labor or 
unfree labor; fighting against discrimination in all its forms; appreciating diversity and 
equity; preventing all forms of harassment?

125 H Social responsibility General Yes/No
Does the company comply with the legislation regarding hiring people with disabilities, 
Brazilian Law number 8213/91?

126 H Social responsibility General Yes/No
Is the percentage of apprentices at least 5% and at most 15% of staff, for each location, 
according to Brazilian Law 10097/2000?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#117: Public policies are initiatives aiming at promoting actions and behavior for society as a whole, with 

the purpose of promoting collective results. They require the engagement not only from the government 

but also from other sectors of society, such as businesses and civil society organizations, besides people 

themselves.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

127 S Social responsibility General Yes/No
Is the company certified for the National Norm for Social Responsibility Management 
System ABNT NBR16001, ISO26000 for Social Responsibility Management, or Requisites 
for Social responsibility AS 8000?

128 S Social responsibility General Yes/No Does your company publish sustainability and/or social responsibility reports?

129 S Social responsibility
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No Is the company part of “Na Mão Certa” or any other similar program?

130 S Social responsibility IT - Telecom Yes/No
In the last 3 years, has the absolute number of complaints against the company at 
PROCON been reduced?

131 S Suppliers management General Yes/No Does your company has a code of conduct for suppliers?

132 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
If it does have a code of conduct for supplier, does it address child labor? (If it does not 
have a code, answer 'No')

133 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
If it does have a code of conduct for supplier, does it address forced labor? (If it does not 
have a code, answer 'No')

134 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
If it does have a code of conduct for supplier, does it address decent labor? (If it does not 
have a code, answer 'No')

135 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
If it does have a code of conduct for supplier, does it address safety and environmental 
issues? (If it does not have a code, answer 'No')

136 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
If it does have a code of conduct for supplier, does it address diversity promotion? (If it 
does not have a code, answer 'No')

137 S Suppliers management General Yes/No
Does your company monitors its suppliers to assess the issues addressed in their code of 
conduct? (If it does not have a code, answer 'No')

138 S Suppliers management General Yes/No Does your company has a specifc monitoring to assess critical suppliers?

139 S Suppliers management General Yes/No Does your suppliers source from women owned businesses?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#127: Social Accountability 8000 (SA 8000) is a multinational certification launched in 1997 by SAI (Social 

Accountability International) based on strong concepts against child labor, forced labor, health and safe-

ty, and discrimination. The Brazilian Norm for Social Responsibility Management System (NBR1600) is an 

ABNT (Brazilian Association of Technical Standards) norm and establishes the minimum requirements for a 

Social Responsibility Management System. According to the International Standard For Social Responsibility 

(ISO 26000), social responsibility is expressed by companies’ desire and purpose of taking into considera-

tion social-environmental issues in their decision-making processes and being accountable for the impacts 

their decisions and activities have on society and the environment. This causes an ethical and transparent 

behavior that contributes to sustainable development and which is in accordance with the applicable laws, 

besides being consistent with international standards.

#129: The On the Right Track Program is an initiative of the Childhood Brasil with the purpose of mobilizing 

governments, companies, and third-sector organizations to confront, in a more effective manner, child and 

adolescent sexual exploitation on Brazilian roadways.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

140 S Waste management Catering Yes/No
Does the company offer specific staff training to reduce waste and increase reuse of food 
(skins, etc)?

141 H Waste management Facilities - Construction Yes/No
Does the company comply with CONAMA Resolution number 307/2002 that establishes 
directives, criteria and procedures for construction waste management?

142 S Waste management Furniture Yes/No In case of plastic furniture, does the company use recycle materials in the manufacturing?

143 H Waste management General Yes/No
If the company generates liquid effluents in its operation, are they in accordance with the 
applicable law and norms?

144 H Waste management General Yes/No
Is the company’s solid waste management in accordance with the Brazilian National Solid 
Waste Policy?

145 H/S Waste management General Yes/No Is the waste management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 14001?

146 S Waste management General Quantitative Of all recyclable waste, what percentage does the company send to recycling?

147 S Waste management General Yes/No
Is there proof about the reduction of pollutant emissions (for each production unit) in the 
last 2 years?

148 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company periodically make and update waste inventories?

149 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company set goals for waste reduction (for each production unit)?

150 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company have initiatives for post-consumption reusing or recycling?

151 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company publish its history of waste generation in a report (example: GRI)?

152 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company have any environmental liability related to waste (soil contamination)?

153 S Waste management General Yes/No Does the company analyze the product life cycle?

154 S Waste management Graphic Services Yes/No Does the company re-use cartridges or tonners user for printing (refill)?

155 S Waste management Graphic Services Yes/No Does the company adequately dispose of its used cartridges or tonners?

156 S Waste management Graphic Services Yes/No Does the company adequately treat and dispose of chemical waste (paint, solvent)?

157 S Waste management Graphic Services Yes/No Does the send paper waste for recycling?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#144: The question about ISO 14001 is related to each material item, in order to influence how it is calculated. 

This question is applicable to companies that have some production engineering operation.

#149: This question evaluates whether there is good practice and attention to reduced waste.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

158 S Waste management Graphic Services Yes/No Does the send plastic waste for recycling?

159 S Waste management
Highway freight 
transportation

Yes/No
In the case of waste during fleet maintenance (lube oil), does the company correctly 
dispose of it?

160 S Waste management IT - Hardware e Software Yes/No Does the producer guarantee post-consumption reverse manufacturing?

161 S Waste management IT - Hardware e Software Yes/No Does the manufacturer guarantee the correct disposal of batteries?

162 S Waste management IT - Telecom Yes/No Does the manufacturer guarantee post-consumption reverse production of devices?

163 H Waste management Packaging Yes/No
In case of plastic packaging, does the company comply with RDC ANVISA Resolution 
number 20/2008 regarding technical regulation for Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)?

164 H Waste management Packaging Yes/No
In case of plastic packaging, does the company comply with RDC ANVISA Resolution 
number 17/2008 regarding technical regulation for positive list of additives for plastic?

165 H Waste management Packaging Yes/No Does the company makes products conforming ISO 14021?

166 S Waste management Packaging Yes/No In case of plastic packaging, does the company produce recyclable packaging?

167 S Waste management Packaging Yes/No Does the company use recycled materials in its packaging?

168 S Waste management Packaging Yes/No Does the company offer reverse logistics for its packaging?

169 H Waste management Waste disposal Yes/No
Does the company comply with CONAMA Resolution number 358/2005 for staff training 
and final disposal of health services waste?

170 H Waste management Waste disposal Yes/No
In case of non-recyclable or non-reusable waste, does the company comply with Brazilian 
law number 12.305/2010, which institutes the National Solid Waste Policy (PNRS, in 
Portuguese) regarding waste disposal?

171 H Waste management Waste disposal Yes/No
Is the company licensed and registered on environmental bodies and the city hall to 
works with waste disposal?

172 S Waste management Waste disposal Yes/No Does the company send materials to recycling?

173 S Waste management Waste disposal Yes/No In case of organic waste, does the company send it to recycling or bioenergy production?

174 H Water consumption
Facilities - Cleaning and 

Conservation
Yes/No Does the company use any equipment to monitor water consumption?

175 H/S Water consumption General Yes/No Is the water management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 14001?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#174: The question about ISO 14001 is related to each material item, in order to influence how it is calculated. 

This question is applicable to companies that have some production engineering operation.
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# Type Materiality Category Answer Question

176 S Water consumption General Qualitative Describe a good practice on water on your company

177 S Water consumption General Quantitative What is your company % reused water over its total?

178 S Water consumption General Yes/No Does the company have periodical monitoring with water consumption indexes?

179 S Water consumption General Yes/No Does the company have goals to reduce water consumption (for each production unit)

180 S Water consumption General Yes/No
Is there proof about the reduction of water consumption (for each production unit) in the 
last 2 years?

181 S Water consumption General Yes/No Does the company have any program to reuse water?

H = Homologation    S = Selection    H/S = Both

#177: This question is applicable for categories which water is involved in the production process.

#178: This question evaluates whether there is good practice and attention to reduced water consumption.

#180: This question evaluates whether there is good practice and attention to water reuse.
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On the Materiality Table:

• Fill in your company’s list of material items (options are based on the list used on the previous 
table)

• Fill in the relevance given to each material item by stakeholders and by the company (a scale 
from 1 to 5 is suggested) on “Stakeholders” and “Company” fields.

• Each item’s “Final Grade” is calculated by the average of the relevance given by stakeholders 
and by the company

• “Weight” is calculated by dividing the “Final Grade” by the sum of all item’s “Final Grade”

• In the end, select Purchase Category(ies) to this process

Relevance

Main Materiality Matrix Items Stakeholders Company
Final 

Grade
Item 

Weight

Water consumption 5 3 4,0 23%

Energy consumption 5 4 4,5 26%

GHG emissions 3 3 3,0 17%

Waste management 4 3 3,5 20%

Health and Safety 3 2 2,5 14%

Purchase Category(ies)

General

Energy - Generators
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Annex II 

Example of rationale execution

In order to exemplify the rationale for supplier selection, we provide a fictional step-by-step 
for the “Energy - Generators” category. Check out the rationale table of this example for the 
Catering category at http://cebds.org.br/projetos/manual-de-compras-sustentaveis-2/. In the 
table, the fields in blue should be filled in or updated.

a) Applying the Materiality Matrix

On the Calibration Table:

• Fill in your company’s list of material items (only those in the “main” category)

• Fill in the list of categories you want to work with in order to develop evaluation questionnaires 
on Sustainability for supplier selection

• Fill in the maximum possible grade to be given to the questions in each category (30 points is 
suggested)

• Click on “Update” so the “Materiality” table is updated.

Materiality Matrix Item Purchase Category
Editar 
Pergunta 

Biodiversity General

Energy consumption Catering
Import 
Data

Gender and Diversity Chemicals

GHG emissions Energy - Generators

Health and Safety Events

Labor conditions Facilities - Cleaning and Conservation

Local development Facilities - Construction

Materials Facilities - Security

Social responsibility Furniture

Suppliers management Graphic Services

Waste management Highway freight transportation

Water consumption IT - Hardware e Software

IT - Telecom

Packaging

Waste disposal

C
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n 

Ta
b
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b) Questionnaire for Supplier Selection

On the “Questionnaire” table:

• Select the questionnaire’s purpose. In this case, we are preparing it for the “Selection” stage.

• Click twice in a question cell to add a new question or edit an existant one.

• Select the questions to be used. For each question, it must be filles its criticity and if it is 
related to “Reputation”, “Efficiency” and/or “Operation” risks (material item and category will 
be filled automatically and cannot be changed)

• Click in the “Generate Questionnaire” button in order to generate a new questionnaire in a new 
Excel file.

Questionnaire Type Selection Generate
Clear 

Questions

# Question Material Item Category Criticity Reputation Efficiency Operation

1 Is there proof about the reduction of energy consumption (for each production unit) in the last 2 
years?

Energy consumption General 4 No Yes No

2 Does the company have goals to reduce energy consumption (for each production unit)? Energy consumption General 4 No Yes No

3 Does the company have any specific program to deal with energy issues? Energy consumption General 4 Yes Yes Yes

4 Does the company publish its history of energy consumption in a report (example: GRI)? Energy consumption General 3 No Yes Yes

5 In the case of fuel usage, does the company have any official program to increase the proportion 
of renewable sources?

Energy consumption General 5 Yes Yes No

6 Is the energy management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 14001? Energy consumption General 3 Yes Yes No

7 Does the company make an inventory of greenhouse effect gases and periodically update it? GHG emissions General 2 No No Yes

8 Does the company publish its emissions inventory on CDP and/or GHG Protocol? GHG emissions General 5 Yes Yes No

9 Does the company have goals to reduce emissions (for each production unit)? GHG emissions General 4 Yes Yes No

10 Does the company have initiatives to offset emissions? GHG emissions General 2 No Yes No

11 Does the company produce generators with proven eco-efficiency technology, consuming less 
energy?

Energy consumption Energy - 
Generators

4 Yes No No

12 Does the company produce/ rent biodiesel-generators? Energy consumption Energy - 
Generators

5 Yes No Yes
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On “Answers” tab:

• Consolidate the answers from each supplier in the respective columns.

• You may pick the answers from each supplier on clicking the button “Import answers” and 
selecting the the right file.

• Each result will be automatically calculated on changing this tab to the “Results”

# Material Item Question
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p
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1 Energy consumption Is there proof about the reduction of energy consumption (for each 
production unit) in the last 2 years?

No Yes No
Do not 
apply

Yes No Yes * 16 0 16

2 Energy consumption Does the company have goals to reduce energy consumption (for 
each production unit)?

No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 16 16 0 16

3 Energy consumption Does the company have any specific program to deal with energy 
issues?

Yes Yes Yes Partially Partially Yes Yes 8 8 16 16

4 Energy consumption Does the company publish its history of energy consumption in a 
report (example: GRI)?

No Yes Yes Yes No No No 12 0 0 0

5 Energy consumption In the case of fuel usage, does the company have any official program 
to increase the proportion of renewable sources?

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 20 0 20 0

6 Energy consumption Is the energy management contemplated with SGA certificate, ISO 
14001?

Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 12 12 12 12

7 GHG emissions Does the company make an inventory of greenhouse effect gases and 
periodically update it?

No No Yes No No No No 0 0 0 0

8 GHG emissions Does the company publish its emissions inventory on CDP and/or 
GHG Protocol?

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 20 0 20 20

9 GHG emissions Does the company have goals to reduce emissions (for each 
production unit)?

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 16 0 16 16

10 GHG emissions Does the company have initiatives to offset emissions? No Yes No No Yes No No 0 8 0 0
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Energy 
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Risk
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Risk
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Total

Accessibility to 
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Total

Health and 
Safety

Noise
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 management
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Energy 
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Accessibility to 
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Reputation

Health and 
Safety

Noise

Waste
 management

GHG 
emissions

Energy 
 Consumption

Efficiency

Accessibility to 
Clients

Efficiency

Health and 
Safety

Noise

c) Comparative Evaluation of Results

On the “Result” table:

• See that the maturity of each competing supplier is automatically calculated for each material 
item and for every value (Reputation, Efficiency and Risk)

• The “Total Maturity” field indicates the consolidated maturity for the each item and value

• In order to make a comparison, it is possible to fill in values from the commercial proposals in 
the “Commercial Proposal” field.

Item
Item 
Weight

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3

Reputation Efficiency Operation Total Reputation Efficiency Operation Total Reputation Efficiency Operation Total

Total Maturity 100% 83% 62% 46% 60% 32% 39% 36% 38% 64% 73% 64% 71%

Energy consumption 26% 90% 89% 83% 93% 48% 57% 58% 56% 81% 52% 75% 53%

GHG emissions 17% 100% 83% 0% 71% 0% 17% 0% 14% 100% 83% 0% 71%

Health and Safety 14% NA 0% 0% 0% NA 0% 0% 0% NA 100% 100% 100%

Waste management 20% NA 30% 30% 30% NA 30% 30% 30% NA 100% 100% 100%

Water consumption 23% 63% 80% 80% 80% 38% 67% 67% 67% 19% 47% 47% 47%

Procurement Proposal $ 100.000,00 $ 90.000,00 $ 120.000,00

• Use the graphics to visualize the results (below)

83% 32% 64% 80%62% 39% 73% 79%46% 36% 64% 67%

60%

38%

71%
76%

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3 Supplier 4

Suppliers Maturity
Reputation Efficiency Operation Total Maturity
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Annex III  
Mapping current references on Sustainable Procurement

We describe below the main issues mentioned on references about supply chain and more spe-
cifically, about supplier selection.

The references studied are: GRI 4, ISE Questionnaire, Sustainable Procurement (FGV), Sustainable 
Public Procurement Guidelines for the Federal Administration (Ministry of Planning, Budget and 
Management and ICLEI), Buying for a Better World - A Sustainable Procurement (UNEP, UNOPS, 
ILO and ITC-ILO), Sustainable Purchasing & Supply Chain Management (Business & Society Bel-
gium).

GRI:

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a non-governmental organization with a network of mul-
tistakeholders. It was founded by the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CE-
RES) and by the United National Environmental Programme (UNEP).

GRI has the world’s largest and broadest structure to elaborate Sustainability Reports. This struc-
ture includes Directives to elaborate reports, and it establishes principles and indexes used by 
organizations to inform their economical, environmental and social performance.

The G4 directives are equivalent to the forth updated version of GRI and stress even more the 
concept of materiality when elaborating reports, which allows grater focus on crucial issues to 
achieve corporative goals and to manage its impact on society. Another relevant aspect of this 
edition is the inclusion of new performance indexes related to supply chains. 

The G4 directives strongly support the standardization of reports, which increases transparency 
and trust in the information reported to the market and to society.

Questionnaire for the Corporate Sustainability Index – ISE:

The Corporate Sustainability Index (ISE) is a pioneering initiative in Latin America created by Bo-
vespa (São Paulo Stock Market) in partnership with the Ministry of Environment, Ethos Institute, 
Getúlio Vargas Foundation (FGV) and other institutions. It was originally founded by the World 
Bank’s International Finance Corporation (IFC).    

ISE is a tool used to comparatively analyze the performance of companies listed in BM&F Bo-
vespa with the best Sustainable business actions. This way, companies better understand Sus-
tainability, and commit to sustainable development, transparency, accountability, the nature of 
products and economic-financial, environmental and climate change performance.

Sustainable Procurement, the power of public and business consumption for a green and 
inclusive economy:

The book “Sustainable Procurement, the power of public and business consumption for a green 
and inclusive economy“  was developed by the Center for Sustainability Studies at Getúlio Vargas 
Foundation in São Paulo (GVces) in partnership with Local Governments for Sustainability/ South 

$ 120.000,00

$ 100.000,00

$ 80.000,00

$ 60.000,00

$ 40.000,00

$ 20.000,00

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3
$ 0,00

Procurement Proposal

Finalization

The results obtained in the last step should be taken into consideration when evaluating 
suppliers, by using an overall view over their commercial offers and Sustainability maturity.
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developed by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the United Nations Office 
for Project Services (UNOP) and the International Labour Organization (ITC-ILO), collect the best 
knowledge of the United Nations (UN) on Procurement and sustainable development.

The guide makes recommendations in the execution of an Action Plan for Sustainable Procure-
ment and offers guidance on the integration of sustainable development principles into the UN 
Procurement cycle. The references used in this text are below:

Sustainable Purchasing & Supply Chain Management – Practical Guide:

The practical guide “Sustainable Purchasing & Supply Chain Management” was created by Busi-
ness & Society Belgium, a business network for companies and business associations that want to 
incorporate sustainable development and social responsibility in their activities.

The publication aims at being a practical guide, where steps and methods for a successful sustai-
nable Procurement strategy are presented.

 

America Secretariat (International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI)).

This book’s purpose is to guide policies and drive practices of sustainable institutional Procure-
ment for managers, Buyers, and experts in that field. The references used in this text are below:

Sustainable Public Procurement Guidelines for the Federal Administration:

The “Sustainable Public Procurement Guidelines for the Federal Administration” was made by the 
Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management and by Local Governments for Sustainability/ Sou-
th America Secretariat.

This guide approaches the concept of sustainable development and its relation with the current 
consumption scenario and the elaboration of a Sustainable Public Procurement System for the 
Federal Administration.

Buying for a Better World - A Sustainable Procurement:

The guide “Buying for a Better World: A Sustainable Procurement. Guide for the UN System”, 

Main references, by theme GRI/G4 ISE
Sustainable 

Procurement

Sustainable Public 
Procurement 
Guidelines for 

the Federal 
Administration

Buying for a 
Better World

Sustainable 
Purchasing  

& Supply Chain 
Management

Wate x x x
Life Cycle Analysis x x x
Certifications x x
Emissions/Energy x x x x x x
Risk Management x
Toxic Materials x x
Residues/Waste x x x x x

Social

Harassment x x x x
Conflict of interests x
Corruption x x
Local Development x x x x
Discrimination/Diversity x x x x x
Equality x x x x
Local / small and medium suppliers x x
Piracy and fraud x
Occupational Health and Safety x x x x
Unfree / Child labor x x x x x
Transparency x
Training and Capacitation x

Environmental
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Procurement Manual Update - Diversity

According to Aneel Karmani, strategy associated professor from Michigan University, one of the 
most effective ways companies contribute to the eradication of poverty is through purchasing 
decisions that improve the distribution of income and/or increase the income of the most 
vulnerable.

The study Empowering Women Through Public Procurement, from International Trade Center, 
as well as studies of women entrepreneurs in Turkey’s International Finance Center, show that 
despite the high number of women entrepreneurs, they are still underrepresented in government 
procurement and large companies.

In 2010, UN Women and the UN Global Compact developed 7 principles which offer guidance 
to business on how to empower women in the workplace, marketplace and community. Principle 
5 encourages companies to support women’s empowerment in the value chain including: 
expanding business relationships with companies and enterprises led by women and ensuring 
suppliers integrate the WEPs into their own business operations. In this context the Manual (and 
its respective tool) incorporate gender and diversity issues as well as human rights in Annex I 
questions, and should also be considered when completing the materiality matrix.

Support on this update
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Marcelo Scheimer Ecofrotas e Ecobenefícios

Renata Pradier Farias Ecofrotas e Ecobenefícios

Sergio Barata Eletrobras Furnas

Celso Durazzo  EY

Leonardo Gallo EY

Mário Lima EY

Monicke Mockdece EY

Rafaella Vianna EY

Geysa Borini Rodrigues Florestas Inteligentes

Gregory Ryan Fundação Konrad Adenauer

Kathrin Zeller Fundação Konrad Adenauer

Jasmin Eymery General Electric - GE

Karine Tartari Grupo Abril

Sérgio Ricardo de Oliveira Grupo Abril

Flávia Varga GRUPO BB E MAPFRE

João Luiz Carneiro GRUPO BB E MAPFRE

Rogerio Campos GRUPO BB E MAPFRE

Patrícia Accioly Grupo Boticário

Gabriel Gobbo Medda Itaú - Unibanco

Janicele Jacoby Itaú - Unibanco

Raphael Santi e Conceição Itaú - Unibanco

Ricardo Iuji Dos Anjos Ono Itaú - Unibanco

Fabio Miguel L’Oréal Brasil

Ana Oliveira Panasonic

Joseana Tonon Petrobras

Felipe Irony Renova Energia

Marcia Sakamoto  Siemens
 

Disclaimers

This report is published by CEBDS. Every and any opinion expressed here reflect solely CEBDS’ 
point of view.
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